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The Resurrected Christ:
Hugh Lynn Cayce

But He was beginning to quicken their memories. Remember, you and I are not even the same bodies that we were a few minutes ago. If we didn’t remember what we all looked like, we would be so completely different, this energy pattern, and we come again and again to remember, you and I. We are filled with, a consciousness of its relationship to the creative power of the universe, or God.

This is done gradually, step by step, bit by bit, cell by cell. There are billions and billions of cells in our bodies, and we come again and again to get that done. Now, it would seem that Jesus did that, too. He came back from the dead. Everything is changing faster than we can possibly imagine. Now, it seems to me that the resurrected body of Jesus had control of this change, this energy pattern, and He could speed it up or slow it down. This process is a matter of spiritualizing the mental structure of every cell in the body, and it takes time. It is a gradual purification, until the mind of the cell is impregnated, filled with a consciousness of its relationship to the creative power of the universe, or God.
The Edgar Cayce readings emphasize the importance that those who are seeking help and healing through prayer actively participate in the prayer effort—praying for themselves and others on the list—creating a cooperative prayer effort. In the giving comes the receiving.

If the body, that flesh body that He occupied as Jesus, had reached that point through many earthly incarnations in which He actually became a pattern for mankind, then we are all in this sense prodigal sons and can return to our Father’s house? Are we in that process? Do we have, with every appearance, focused the world this figure, not just the Jesus of Christianity but a figure in which He actually became a pattern for mankind, then He would set up an understanding of the laws that—if in which we have involved ourselves. As helping our love, our trust was Christ who worked, gradually guiding, helping and setting a pattern that we could follow?

There are signs—good signs—in this time of ours, even with all the shortages and confusions and threats of war—seeing and missing the earth, we are making it almost untenable. In these times there are also good signs? There is the tremendous growth of interest in the spiritual life. Hun-
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The Edgar Cayce readings emphasize the importance that those who are seeking help and healing through prayer actively participate in the prayer effort—praying for themselves and others on the list—creating a cooperative prayer effort. In the giving comes the receiving.

If the body, that flesh body that He occupied as Jesus, had reached that point through many earthly incarnations—using and misusing the earth, we’re making it almost untenable. There are signs—good signs—in this time of ours, even with all the shortages and confusions and threats of war, all the silliness with which we have involved ourselves. With our beginning to destroy our environment, it looks as if we will truly need a place to go. The way we’re using and misusing the earth, we’re making it almost untenable.

In these times there are also good signs? There is the tremendous growth in interest in the spiritual life. Hundreds of thousands of people all over the world are meditating and praying. New revivals and a new upsurging of religion give humanity an opportunity for a personal experience, a personal confrontation with God.
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Father, in Thy love, Thy mercy, be Thou near those who are in—and have recently entered—the borderland.

July 2017

Dear Prayer Healing Friends,

This is the third installment of a lecture, given decades ago by Hugh Lynn Cayce, Edgar Cayce's eldest son.

The topic is just as relevant today. We are given insight into what the readings offer regarding the perplexing question of what His return to Earth really means, and what we can do to expand our consciousness to be "the channel to hasten that glorious day of the coming of the Lord." (262-58).

Change is where it's at; it's the order of the day. Everything is changing bit by bit, cell by cell. There are billions and billions of cells in our bodies, and we come again and again to get that done. Now, it would seem that Jesus did that, too. He came many times—and this may disturb some of you—many times into the earth.

But He was beginning to quicken their memories. Remember, you and I are not even the same bodies that we were a few minutes ago. If we didn't remember what all looked like, we would be so completely changed by the end of the week that we wouldn't recognize each other. It is only our memories that we retain.
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